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BESPOKE PLAYING KIT



Create your
 

own design



Our cricket whites have been developed with our teams

The shirts have mesh panels to increase breathability, this
combined with your new lightweight polyester gives you
the ultimate playing kit.

WHITE PLAYING KIT
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OFF FIELD KIT



BLK TEK TEE



Lightweight breathable poly sports mesh with small hole
mesh panelling allows for complete comfort and body
temerature control. Minimal articulated styling makes the
Tek VII polo perfect as a casual polo for everyday wear while
its moisture control capabilities and lightweight structure
make it ideal for active lifestyles and long days on the green.

With quality fabric control in mind it will guarantee a long
wardrobe life span.

Product Spec:
- Sport Polly
- Knitted Rib Collar
- Mesh Panels 
- Breathable 

BLK TEK POLO



Constructed from a comfortable 4 way stretch woven poly,
the BLK 8 inch sport shorts ensures ease of movement and
the comfort during physical activity.

Back mesh panelling and articulated Lycra gusset add to the
functinal range of motion and temperature control features.

Product Spec:
- Woven Poly Evaporex Mesh panelling Lycra
- Articulate Lycra Gusset
- Mesh panelling for breathability
- Evaporex for optimal temperature control

BLK GYM SHORTS



BLK ELITE QUATER ZIP



An update on the classic hoodie, the Performance hoodie
is a poly cotton mix. A soft inner gives the feel of a traditional
hoodie, the poly outer ensures quick drying and minimal
creasing.

Product Spec:
- Performance poly
- Front Pocket
- Toggled Hood

BLK PERFORMANCE HOODIE



BLK TRACK PANTS



add some personalisation to the club. On the garments
shown there is a minimim order quantity of 25 and a lead
time of 6 weeks.

BESPOKE OFF FIELD
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